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NEW QUESTION: 1
In an Internet e-commerce, browser-based application, which
method can have the greatest impact on optimizing WAN bandwidth
usage?
A. compression
B. secure sockets layer (SSL)
C. multiplexing
D. content networking
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization's security policy requires multiple copies of
all critical data to be replicated across at least a primary
and backup data center. The organization has decided to store
some critical data on Amazon S3.
Which option should you implement to ensure this requirement is
met?
A. You do not need to implement anything since S3 data is
automatically replicated between regions
B. You do not need to implement anything since S3 data is
automatically replicated between multiple facilities within an
AWS Region

C. Use the S3 copy API to replicate data between two S3 buckets
in different regions
D. Use the S3 copy API to replicate data between two S3 buckets
in different facilities within an AWS Region
Answer: B
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NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is a true statement about how Magento
loads data for an EAV-based data model?
A. A data helper is used in order to properly load an object's
attributes from the database.
B. You must always specify each of the attributes to be loaded
on the model.

C. EAV-based data models use a different abstract resource
class than other data models.
D. The attribute values are loaded into an attribute collection
object.
Answer: C
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